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The organisation making Cyprus’ villages green by resuscitating traditions By Martin Clark Grampus Heritage and Training is a leading organisation
in sustainable development, of which I have been the ...
Understanding true sustainability
UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres said Thursday that Turkish Cypriots and Greek Cypriots had failed to make headway in informal talks on the
future of their ethnically divided island.
Disappointment after UN-led Cyprus reunification talks stall yet again
Susi Baerentzen, Carlsberg Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow, discusses a High Court of Eastern Denmark May 3 ruling resolving two highly-anticipated
tax cases concerning beneficial ownership . . .
Danish High Court rules on beneficial ownership of dividends for tax purposes
The practice of charging interest on loans has beencontroversial since it was first mentioned in early recordedhistory. Lending is a powerful
economic tool, ...
Beggar Thy Neighbor: A History of Usury and Debt
can lead to the resolution of the Cyprus problem,” he said. But some Turkish Cypriot leaders seem take a different view of the overture, which
comes just before UN-convened conflict resolution ...
EU’s halloumi diplomacy collides with reality of Cyprus dispute
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — There’s something regal ... Illegal dumping and poaching are still a problem within the buffer zone, and a bicommunal
committee on the environment that was part of ...
Biologists defy Cyprus' ethnic divide to protect environment
“The truth is that in the end of our efforts, we have not yet found enough common ground to allow for the resumption of formal negotiations in
relation to the settlement of the Cyprus problem ...
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UN-led informal Cyprus talks stall, new round planned
This book explores the dynamics of small-scale societies in the ancient Near East by examining the ways in which particular communities functioned
and ...
The Development of Pre-State Communities in the Ancient Near East: Studies in Honour of Edgar Peltenburg
“The unresolved Cyprus problem is no longer comfortable for the international community because it affects stability and security in the eastern
Mediterranean,” said Fiona Mullen, the director ...
Greek and Turkish Cypriot leaders to hold talks on resuming peace process
The AHI sponsored a Congressional Salute to Greek Independence in commemoration of the bicentennial of the Greek War of Independence in 2021.
AHI Sponsors Congressional Salute to Greek Independence
We here at ArchDaily are big fans of Roman Mars' radio program 99% Invisible, and just had to share the latest show: " In and Out of Love ." In it,
Mars explores the changing face of Philadelphia's ...
Architecture News
Cyprus said Monday it will open up to vaccinated tourists from 65 countries starting May 10, with visitors allowed entry without needing a negative
Covid test or undergo quarantine. "We will notify ...
Cyprus to open up doors to vaccinated tourists from 65 countries
Lebanese troops aborted early Sunday an attempt to smuggle dozens of Syrian migrants to the Mediterranean island of Cyprus ... worst economic
crisis in its modern history. The crisis that was ...
Lebanon thwarts attempt to smuggle 69 Syrians to Cyprus
These are unusual times, and the state of affairs can change quickly. Please check the latest travel guidance before making your journey. Our
writers visited these hotels pre-pandemic. For children, ...
The best family-friendly hotels in Cyprus, including horse riding clubs, kids' parties and roving magicians
Tensions flared over the summer as a Turkish research ship explored for oil and gas reserves in waters claimed by Greece and its close ally Cyprus
[File ... the formation of modern Turkey after ...
Greece FM Dendias to visit Turkey amid Mediterranean crisis
BEIRUT (AP) — Lebanese troops aborted early Sunday an attempt to smuggle dozens of Syrian migrants to the Mediterranean island of Cyprus, the
military said ... is passing through its worst economic ...
Lebanon thwarts attempt to smuggle 69 Syrians to Cyprus
BEIRUT (AP) — Lebanese troops aborted early Sunday an attempt to smuggle dozens of Syrian migrants to the Mediterranean island of Cyprus ...
economic crisis in its modern history.
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Lebanon thwarts attempt to smuggle 69 Syrians to Cyprus
BEIRUT (AP) — Lebanese troops aborted early Sunday an attempt to smuggle dozens of Syrian migrants to the Mediterranean island of Cyprus, the
military said. The attempt to smuggle 69 Syrian ...
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